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Brief Communications

Motor Sequences and the Basal Ganglia: Kinematics, Not
Habits
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Despite a lack of definitive evidence, it is frequently proposed that the basal ganglia (BG) motor circuit plays a critical role in the storage
and execution of movement sequences (or motor habits). To test this hypothesis directly, we inactivated the sensorimotor territory of the
globus pallidus internus (sGPi, the main BG motor output) in two monkeys trained to perform overlearned and random sequences of four
out-and-back reaching movements directed to visual targets. Infusion of muscimol (a GABAA agonist) into sGPi caused dysmetria and
slowing of individual movements, but these impairments were virtually identical for overlearned and random sequences. The fluid
predictive execution of learned sequences and the animals’ tendency to reproduce the sequence pattern in random trials was preserved
following pallidal blockade. These results suggest that the BG motor circuit contributes to motor execution, but not to motor sequencing
or the storage of overlearned serial skills.

Introduction
A role for the basal ganglia (BG) in the storage and expression of
learned sequential skills is advocated widely based on a variety of
experimental evidence (Hikosaka et al., 2002; Graybiel, 2008;
Doyon et al., 2009). Several imaging studies report that
movement-related activation of striatum is greater when learned
motor sequences are performed (Hazeltine et al., 1997; Doyon et
al., 2002; Seidler et al., 2005). During learning, neural activity
shifts progressively from the associative to the sensorimotor territories of the striatopallidal complex (Lehéricy et al., 2005;
Coynel et al., 2010). Striatal dysfunctions perturb skillful performance of learned motor sequences (Benecke et al., 1987;
Agostino et al., 1992). In healthy animals, neuronal activity in the
sensorimotor BG loop encodes specific aspects of already-learned
sequences (Kimura, 1990; Mushiake and Strick, 1995; Jog et al.,
1999). Also, reversible inactivations in the posterior (sensorimotor) striatum disrupt the execution of well learned sequences
(Miyachi et al., 1997).
Although accepted widely, a role for the BG in the storage and
execution of motor sequences is not without controversy. Several
imaging studies have failed to find increased activity in the BG
following extensive training (Rijntjes et al., 1999; Jansma et al.,
2001; Wu et al., 2004). At the same time, clinical evaluations have
shown that therapeutic ablation of the sensorimotor territory of

the globus pallidus internus [sGPi, main output nucleus of the
sensorimotor BG circuit (Alexander et al., 1990)] has few deleterious motor effects (Green et al., 2002; Bastian et al., 2003) and
actually improves some aspects of motor sequencing in humans
(Kimber et al., 1999; Obeso et al., 2009). Similar disconnection of
the BG motor circuit in neurologically normal animals affects
specific kinematic parameters of individual movements (Horak
and Anderson, 1984; Mink and Thach, 1991; Kato and Kimura,
1992; Inase et al., 1996; Desmurget and Turner, 2008), without
degrading the fluid coordination of simple reach-grasp-andretrieve sequences (Wenger et al., 1999). Although birdsong
bears many similarities to the sequential behaviors of mammals
(Doupe and Kuhl, 1999), lesions of the bird’s BG homolog have
little impact on the execution of well learned songs (Bottjer et al.,
1984; Brainard, 2004). Similar negative results have been found
for monkeys performing well learned arm sequences following
systemic administration of dopamine antagonists (Levesque et
al., 2007; Tremblay et al., 2009).
In the present study, we reasoned that if the BG sensorimotor
circuit contributes to the execution and/or storage of learned
motor sequences, then pharmacological inactivation of the main
output of this circuit (sGpi; Alexander et al., 1990) should impair
aspects of motor performance that are unique to the performance
of already-learned sequences.
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The experiments were approved by the University of California, San
Francisco Animal Institutional Review Board. Two monkeys (Macaca
mulatta; C, female ⬃7.5 kg; H, male ⬃12 kg) participated in the study.
The apparatus has been described previously (Desmurget and Turner,
2008). In brief, animals moved a vertically oriented joystick with the right
hand, thereby controlling the position of a cursor on an liquid crystal
display monitor. Empty circles on the monitor marked one central target
zone and four peripheral zones (radius 14 cm) (Fig. 1). Trials progressed
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as follows (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material):
(1) A filled “instruction” cue appeared within
the central target, instructing the animal to
move the cursor to that position and hold there
for a random period (1–2 s). (2) The instruction cue jumped to one of the peripheral targets. (3) The animal was allowed 0.8 s to move
the cursor to the indicated target. (4) Immediately upon entry of the cursor into the peripheral target, the instruction cue jumped back
to the central target, prompting a return-tocenter movement of the cursor. (5) A bolus
of food was delivered when the still-moving
cursor entered the central target. Stages 2–5
were repeated four times in quick succession.
For the second-to-fourth repetition, the cue
jumped to a peripheral target 230 ms after stage
5 of the previous out-and-back movement. Because of this, return movements were completed at a variable time point following reward
delivery (165 ⫾ 42 ms, mean ⫾ SD) and preceding onset of the next peripheral cue (65 ⫾
42 ms).
The degree to which successive peripheral
targets could be predicted, and thus learned as
a sequence, was manipulated under two task
conditions presented in alternating blocks Figure 1. Representative sequences performed by monkey H in the RND preinjection (A), OLRN preinjection (B), and OLRN
of 10 –20 trials. In the random (RND) condi- postinjection (C) conditions. The left and right panels show position and velocity data, respectively. Each sequence component is
tion, four targets were chosen at random with identified by a different color. Black sections of the velocity curves indicate periods of immobility (velocity ⬍25 mm/s). Left,
replacement, yielding 4 4 ⫽ 256 possible per- Continuous arcs in corners indicate positions of the instruction cues. Dotted arcs indicate the peripheral target zones for cursor
mutations of target order. Trial-to-trial ran- movements. Right, Dots on the velocity curves indicate the instant of presentation of the instruction cue. Numbers define targets
domization of target order made it impossible to (left) and which target was indicated by each instruction cue (right). The figures are scaled to show the central region of the
predict accurately which peripheral target would workspace.
be presented next at any time under the RND
fined as periods with hand velocity ⬍25 mm/s. When velocity between
condition. In the overlearned (OLRN) condition, target presentation foltwo movement components did not drop below this threshold, the local
lowed an immutable, completely predictable, sequence. One animal pervelocity minimum was taken as the onset of the second outward moveformed one OLRN sequence for all sessions (targets 1323334) (Fig. 1).
ment (Fig. 1 B, C). To encourage animals to continue working despite
The second animal performed two different sequences during early and late
hypometric reaches (a principal effect of injections), the control software
experiments (1323334 and then 4323133). Animals practiced both
was adjusted during an experiment to reward movements that did not
tasks, including the specific OLRN sequences, ⬎6 months (⬎50,000 trials)
reach the target zone (2 cm tolerance).
before the injection experiments. During early training (⬃3 months),
Whether OLRN trials were performed as a series of independent
OLRN trials were three times more frequent (⬎18,750 trials) than RND
movements or as an integrated motor sequence was determined primartrials (⬎6250). During late training (3– 6 months) OLRN and RND trials
ily by intercomponent reaction times (RTs). There is universal agreewere equally frequent (⬎12,500 trials). Given the 256 possible orderings
ment from the rodent (Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Jay and Dunnett,
of targets under the RND condition, each permutation was performed
2007), nonhuman primate (Hikosaka et al., 1995; Procyk et al., 2000),
⬎75 times during training. Following this training, animals switched
and human (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Keele et al., 2003) literature that
easily between RND and OLRN blocks without explicit cues, after a single
RT is an appropriate objective measure of whether a sequence has been
transition trial (i.e., when a RND trial followed a series of OLRN trials or
learned. Extensive training can yield intercomponent RTs ⬍100 ms and
an OLRN trial followed a series of RND trials; see Results). Transition
even negative (Matsuzaka et al., 2007), thereby indicating that sequence
(first) trials of all blocks were excluded from analyses.
components are being selected and initiated predictively. Thus, compoSurgery, mapping, microinjections, and histology. These methods
nent movements with RTs ⬍100 ms were classified as “predictive.”
have been described previously (Desmurget and Turner, 2008). After
implantation of a recording chamber, the sGPi was delineated according
Results
to anatomical boundaries and neuronal responses to movements of conPreinjection
tralateral limbs. For subsequent microinjection experiments, the GABAA
Figure 1, A and B, shows exemplar trials performed under RND
agonist muscimol hydrobromide was dissolved in artificial CSF (1 g/l)
and infused at sites in the sGPi (0.5–2.0 l at 0.2 l/min via fused-silica or
and OLRN conditions. Under both, outward movements to a
30 ga stainless-steel cannula). Behavioral data were collected before and
peripheral target were followed immediately by a return-tostarting 10 min after completion of each injection.
center movement, thus yielding a bilobed velocity profile for each
Injection locations were reconstructed after the last microinjection
of the four out-and-back component movements (hereafter
experiment using standard methods. Animals were killed by transcardial
termed “components”) (Fig. 1, coded by color). For RND trials,
perfusion (saline then 10% formalin). The brains were blocked, cryoproeach cue presentation was followed by a typical RT such that
tected, frozen, cut (50 m), and stained (cresyl violet). Injection locations
periods of immobility intervened between movement compowere estimated by comparing chamber positions, electrophysiologically denents (Fig. 1 A, black segments of velocity trace). Periods of imrived maps, and positions of marking lesions.
mobility were often absent, however, for components 2– 4 of
Data analyses. Joystick position signals were digitized (200 Hz), lowOLRN trials (52% of all OLRN trials studied) such that one
pass filtered (10 Hz cutoff), and differentiated to obtain velocity and
acceleration. Periods of immobility during sequence execution were dereturn-to-center movement was followed immediately, without
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Figure 2. A, The effects of GPi inactivation on general measures of task performance did not differ between RND and OLRN conditions. Errors rates (iii) are subdivided into the following: P,
performance errors; S, OLRN-consistent misdirections in the RND condition; and A, aborted trials. B, Movement kinematics differed across component ranks (C1–C4) and between conditions (RND
or OLRN) due to idiosyncratic differences in performance. Inactivation effects did not interact with any rank or condition effects, however. Shown are means (⫾SD) for 19 injection sessions in two
animals. p values summarize results for injection ⫻ rank, injection ⫻ condition, and injection ⫻ rank ⫻ condition interactions from a four-way between (animals) ⫻ within (injection, condition,
rank) ANOVA.

stopping, by movement outward to the next peripheral target
(Fig. 1 B). In agreement with these observations, the total time
spent in immobility between components was significantly shorter
for OLRN than RND sequences [two-way between (animals) ⫻
within (condition) ANOVA; condition effect, F(1,17) ⫽ 121, p ⬍
0.0001] (Fig. 2 Aii). This decrease led to an overall shortening of
sequence durations in OLRN as compared to RND (F(1,17) ⫽ 170,
p ⬍ 0.0001) (Fig. 2 Ai).
Consistent with the view that individual components of
OLRN sequences were initiated and guided from memory, 78%
of OLRN components 2– 4 had predictive RTs and 51% started
before target presentation. On average, RT was negative for these
components (⫺0.015 s). For components 2– 4 of RND trials,

outward movements started at a typical RT interval following cue
onset (mean 0.160 s). For the first component movement, the
hand started moving after a typical RT in both conditions, but
prior knowledge of target position caused RT to be slightly
shorter in OLRN than in RND (means: 0.175 vs 0.188 s, F(1,17) ⫽
10, p ⬍ 0.01).
Spatial aspects of task performance were very similar under
RND and OLRN sequences. In particular, extent and direction
errors were not statistically different across conditions for a given
target [three-way between (animals) ⫻ within (condition, target
location); condition effect, F(1,17) values ⬍3.8, p values ⬎0.6
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)].
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Specific analyses were performed to
confirm that the animals were able to
switch easily between RND and OLRN
blocks after a single transition trial (see
Materials and Methods). Mean kinematic
characteristics of the first posttransition
trial were compared with the characteristics of trials occurring early (average of
trials 3–5) and late (average of the last
three trials) in a block. No significant effects were found (supplemental material,
available at www.jneurosci.org).
Postinjection
A total of 19 muscimol injections were
performed at 14 sites in sGPi (supplemental Fig. 3, Table 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
As observed in previous studies (see
Discussion), sGPi inactivation caused the
animals to move more slowly (Fig. 2 B).
Statistically, muscimol injection increased
component-movement duration [fourway between (animals) ⫻ within (injection, condition, rank) ANOVA; injection
effect, F(1,17) ⫽ 7.0, p ⬍ 0.02] while de- Figure 3. Representative examples of erroneous predictive responses performed by monkey C during RND trials after one (A),
creasing component mean velocity (F(1,17) ⫽ two (B), or three (C) targets followed, by coincidence, the order of the OLRN sequence (1323334). All three examples are
6.4, p ⬍ 0.03) and maximum extent taken from postinjection epochs. The figure follows conventions from Figure 1.
(F(1,17) ⫽ 17, p ⬍ 0.001). Peak acceleration and velocity were also reduced for
targets between outward and return movements also remained
both outward and return phases of movement (F(1,17) values ⬎ 12, p
unaffected following injections (0.004 vs 0.007 s; F(1,17) ⫽ 3.7, p ⬎
values ⬍ 0.005). These effects were very robust across sessions (sup0.07). The proportions of OLRN trials with “predictive” (78% vs
plemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
70%) and negative (51% vs 59%) RTs in components 2– 4 were
material). Injections did not interfere with the animals’ ability to
preserved as well (difference proportion tests, p values ⬎ 0.55).
switch between RND and OLRN blocks (supplemental material,
Sequence duration became more variable following sGPi blockavailable at www.jneurosci.org).
ade (SD averaged across subjects and sessions, 0.162 vs 0.252 s).
Figure 2 B summarizes the main kinematic features of each of
However, this effect was similar for both conditions (injection ⫻
the four out-and-back components. It can be seen that movecondition interaction, F(1,17) ⫽ 0.01, p ⬎ 0.90), suggesting that
ment characteristics were affected by component rank (C1–C4)
the increased variability did not reflect an alteration of movement
and condition (RND vs OLRN). Rank-related variations were
sequencing, but an increase of execution noise following muscidue to target-dependent effects (target order was randomized
mol injection.
trial to trial for the RND condition but fixed across all OLRN
At a more general level, sGPi blockade did not interfere with
trials). Of particular interest, the influence of muscimol injecan animal’s ability to complete the four-element sequence. Figure
tions on kinematics did not vary across component rank or
2 Aiii shows that execution errors were more common after inbetween task conditions (no significant injection ⫻ rank, injecjections (F(1,17) ⫽ 7.6, p ⬍ 0.02). However, this increase was
tion ⫻ condition, or injection ⫻ rank ⫻ condition interactions
similar
in both conditions as shown by the absence of a
for the main kinematic markers of the sequence) (Fig. 2 B). In
condition-by-injection
interaction (F(1,17) ⫽ 0.2, p ⬎ 0.65). The
other words, the effects of sGPi blockade on kinematics were not
postinjection
increase
in
errors had a dual origin: (1) degradation
statistically different for the OLRN and RND sequences, and they
of
motor
performance
(Fig.
2 Aiii, P), making it more difficult for
were not larger toward the end of a sequence, as would be exanimals to reach the target zone and bring the hand back to the
pected if BG output was important for the smooth unfolding of
starting area within the allotted time; and (2) self-aborted trials
the OLRN sequence.
(Fig. 2 Aiii, A) in which the animal simply stopped moving beAt the temporal level, the differences in task timing that discame more frequent.
tinguished OLRN from RND trials were preserved following
Figure 2 Aiii also shows that errors were more frequent under
muscimol injections (Fig. 1C). In particular, the effect of sGPi
the RND than the OLRN condition (F(1,17) ⫽ 11.0, p ⬍ 0.01).
blockade on sequence duration and intercomponent delay was
This was due to the fact that the animals tended erroneously to
similar in both conditions [three-way between (animals) ⫻
reproduce the OLRN sequence when, by happenstance, the first
within (injection, condition) ANOVA; injection ⫻ condition inor more components of a RND trial followed the order of the
teraction, sequence duration: F(1,17) ⫽ 0.3, p ⬎ 0.55 (Fig. 2 Ai);
OLRN sequence. For example, Figure 3A shows kinematic data
intercomponent delay: F(1,17) ⫽ 3.5, p ⬎ 0.075 (Fig. 2 Aii)]. Strikfrom a RND trial in which the first component movement was
ingly, intercomponent periods of immobility were not lengthdirected to target #1, the first target of this animal’s OLRN seened following injections, but if anything, were slightly decreased
quence. The second component of the RND trial began with
(Fig. 2 Aii). The time required to reverse directions at peripheral
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presentation of target #4, but at the same time, the animal had
already initiated a misdirected movement to capture target #2
(component 2 of the OLRN sequence). After reaching target #2,
the animal made a rapid corrective movement to capture target
#4, but the trial was aborted by the task-control program. This
behavior suggested that the animals were strongly biased toward
performing OLRN sequences. Interestingly, this bias persisted
after injection at comparable rates (pre-inj: 25%; post-inj: 19%;
difference proportion test, p ⬎ 0.65). As expected, an animal’s
tendency to fall into the OLRN sequence increased as the number
of concurring component movements increased. Figure 3, B and
C, illustrates examples in which the first two and the first three
cues of the RND trial concurred with the OLRN sequence. Across
all postinjection periods in both animals, 201 trials were found in
which the first target of a RND trial concurred with the first
OLRN target. Within these, 24 OLRN-consistent misdirected
movements were found (12%). The rate of OLRN-consistent
misdirections jumped to 43% and 30%, respectively, for trials in
which the initial two and three components concurred with the
OLRN sequence (19/44 trials and 5/17 trials, respectively).

Discussion
Our results are consistent with previous evidence that the BG
motor circuit contributes to movement execution, but they fail to
support the concept that this circuit is involved in the storage or
execution of well learned motor habits. When the main output of
this circuit was inactivated, movement duration was increased,
motor responses were slowed, and movement extent was reduced. These impairments were equally present when four discrete movements were performed in quick succession (RND) and
when a four-component overlearned sequence was executed predictively (OLRN). Similar impairments in kinematics have been
reported in previous studies, in the context of isolated limb
movements (Horak and Anderson, 1984; Mink and Thach, 1991;
Kato and Kimura, 1992; Inase et al., 1996) and reach-grasp-andretrieve responses (Wenger et al., 1999).
Aside from the motor deficits described above, task performance was fully preserved. OLRN trials unfolded as a rapid arpeggio of component movements. The second through fourth
component movements of this condition were initiated predictively in ⬎75% of the trials. We were unable to identify significant
changes in this proportion or other selective impairments in the
production of OLRN sequences following inactivation of sGPi.
sGPi blockade did not perturb the fluid unfolding of the OLRN
sequence, nor did it degrade motor execution differentially for
OLRN trials as a whole or as a function of the rank-order of a
movement in the sequence. Also, the animals’ tendency to reproduce the learned habit erroneously when a RND trial started like
the OLRN sequence was not weakened following muscimol injection. Regarding these “negative” results, one potential concern
is that small infusion volumes may not have affected a large
enough fraction of sGPi to test the hypothesis adequately. Additional motor impairments might have been evoked if larger injection volumes had been used. In the same vein, other deficits
might have been produced if injections had been placed in subregions of sGPi that we did not explore. Although these are valid
concerns, we do not think they can explain the preservation of
movement sequencing in the present study. Marked and consistent kinematic impairments were produced by focal inactivations
distributed across a significant fraction of the posterior GPi.
These impairments were similar to ones reported in numerous
previous studies in which sGPi was inactivated (Horak and
Anderson, 1984; Mink and Thach, 1991; Kato and Kimura, 1992;
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Inase et al., 1996; Wenger et al., 1999). Their existence shows that
sGPi was inactivated reliably in the present study, even if not
totally. Given this result, it appears unlikely that the failure of GPi
inactivation to degrade motor sequencing can be explained by a
lack of sensitivity of the injection procedure or by misdirected
anatomic targeting. At minimum, our data warrant the conclusion that the BG skeletomotor circuit is not necessary for the
generation of well learned motor sequences. This conclusion
does not rule out the possible importance of associative and limbic BG circuits for this type of behavior.
How do we harmonize the present results with those of previous studies that implicate BG motor circuits in sequential behaviors (see Introduction)? First, sequencing deficits observed in
cases of striatal pathology in humans [e.g., Parkinson’s disease
(Benecke et al., 1987; Agostino et al., 1992)] and following experimental manipulations of the striatum (Miyachi et al., 1997) may
well reflect secondary disruption of remote cortical functions
rather than a function of the BG per se (Ayalon et al., 2004; Shin
et al., 2005). Second, the fact that sequence-related information is
encoded at several stages through the BG (Mushiake and Strick,
1995; Doyon et al., 2002; Lehéricy et al., 2005; Seidler et al., 2005)
does not prove that the BG supports sequence retention or generation. BG encoding of sequence-related information may be
used for functions such as reward anticipation, behavior optimization, forward modeling, and learning. Similar arguments can
be made for the shifts in neuronal encoding during the course of
sequence learning (Jog et al., 1999; Lehéricy et al., 2005; Coynel et
al., 2010). Such shifts are not unexpected considering that learning causes major changes in motor execution (Schmidt and Lee,
1999). Although these shifts provide intriguing information
about learning-related alterations in task encoding, they offer
little insight into how this information is used by the motor control regions modulated by BG output.
In summary, the present study shows that transient pharmacological inactivations of the sensorimotor portion of GPi cause
dysmetria and slowing of individual movements, while preserving the fluid automatized integration of these movements into a
learned sequence. This finding suggests that the BG contributes
to motor execution but not to the production or storage of well
learned serial skills.
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